
Jesus, 

Help us to have fun this summer. Open doors to experience new things as well as revisit summer favorites.
Let us use our creativity to find entertainment. Highlight places, people, and projects that will create lasting
summer memories. Show us outdoor sports and activities we can enjoy as a family. Help us try new games
and crafts that will knit us closer together. Lord help us laugh in stressful times. Fill us with unshakable joy
no matter what we face in this season. Remind us that the joy of the Lord is our strength. (Nehemiah 8:10)

Amen.

jc 5 Prayers for a Stress-Free Summer

Fun

Finances

Jesus,

As we make plans to explore and experience all summer has to offer, help us steward our finances well. Let
us work within our budget so that we are able to eliminate worry about debt or overspending. Highlight
affordable ways for us to have fun. Help us to financially plan for any trips. We pray against any unforeseen
expenses that would rob us of joy in this season. Help us select activities, vacations, and experiences that
will honor you with our finances. Lastly, we ask that whatever resources you have given us would multiply
even as we take time to rest and restore. We thank you that You are our provider and we trust you in the
area of our finances. 

Amen 

Protection

Jesus,

Summer is a season where we look forward to longer days, swimming, hiking, and being outdoors. It is also
a season that can present some hazards to us and our children. We ask that you would place your hand of
protection over us. We specifically ask you to guard us against stings, bites, and allergic reactions to insects
or poisonous plants. Guard our bodies against the dangers of water as we enjoy the pool, lake, river, and
ocean. Protect us from injuries and accidents. Please help keep our eyes alert and our minds at peace. We
pray harmful images, videos, music, and sounds will be hidden from our eyes and ears as we spend time on
our devices. Jesus, we ask that we would be excited to explore this summer because we know that you are
with us; leading, guiding, and keeping us safe. 

Amen



Jesus,

As we travel whether it is driving, flying, sailing, or floating please watch over us. Keep all the vehicles in
good working order. We ask for expedited arrival times, limited traffic, and minimal travel disruptions. Help
us to see any delays as divine appointments. Help us to look for ways to see Your hand at work when we
must wait. Lord, give us all patience in those moments. Lastly, we ask for beautiful weather, especially as
we intentionally seek to find rest and relaxation. Lord, lead and guide us in every moment as we seek to
explore and enjoy your world. 

Amen
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Travel

Rest

Jesus,

We need rest this summer. This season offers a promise of slowing down and enjoying life on sunny days.
Please help us to protect our time of rest this year. Whether we have a week or just the weekends, make a
way for us to take time off from our regular schedule. Lord, show us new ways to find peace and quiet. We
ask that you would help us to strike a balance between celebrations, sightseeing, and those activities that
truly restore our souls. Help us to walk slower, breathe deeper, sit in silence and embrace the divine we see
around us. Let us find joy in simple pleasures this summer. 

Amen 

Hey Friend,
No matter what you do this summer, my prayer is that you will enjoy
it. When you struggle ask for God's help. With Jesus, you can have
a stress-less summer. 

Mucho Love, 
Jess Carey


